Allocating fairly the maximum available bandwidth among competing flows is an important problem as it allows maximizing system throughput and fairness. Given the dynamic nature of traffic load in current Internet and the short duration of most modern applications, fast convergence to fairness is necessitated. In this paper, we use fairness as the major criterion to adjust traffic and present a novel congestion control scheme which allows each flow independently to estimate efficiently i) its deviation from the fair-share and ii) adjust its window to its fair-share. In our model, no flow is aware of the number of competitors in the channel, no flow is aware of the bandwidth and buffer capacity; however, the system reaches to equilibrium state fast, based on throughput measurements. Simulation results confirm that the proposed congestion scheme promotes fast system fairness without damaging system efficiency and responsiveness.
Introduction
In a shared network, such as the Internet, flows should react to congestion by adapting their transmission rates to avoid congestion collapse in a manner that the total bandwidth of the network will be expended fairly and effectively. This responsive behavior entails several challenges. Firstly, there is no centralized system to control the network traffic. Moreover, network flows do not have any prior or present knowledge of network characteristics, such as the number of competing flows, links bandwidth, routers queue size etc. Despite these limitations, the varying number of participating flows, must be adaptive to network changes.
Motivation
In [31] we highlight the importance of achieving system fairness within short time and incorporate time as a new dimension to our study. Short-lived flows do not have the time to reach their fair-share during congestion and thus they receive an unfair treatment from the network [15] . This calls for fast fair allocation of resources among flows, since e.g. a user may have several sessions open. Furthermore, [31] shows that fast convergence to equilibrium requires system-wide, synchronous and responsive behavior, which is feasible only when notification is global and responses homogeneous. In this context, we presented a new congestion and avoidance mechanism, namely Explicit Global Congestion Notifier (EGCN) which allows for system-wide notification when congestion risk is detected. At that point of our work, we showed that competing flows should adjust their window and present a more sophisticated window adjustment.
Transmission control of standard TCP [13] , [1] is based on the Additive Increase/ Multiplicative Decrease (AIMD [4] ) window adjustment strategy. AIMD is a somewhat "blind" mechanism, in the sense that the congestion window increases steadily until the actual occurrence of congestion, which, in turn, necessitates error recovery. Although the linear window adjustment of AIMD eventually reaches an optimal point, it takes several epochs to reach equilibrium. Should realistic, rapid changes occur (e.g. a change in the number of flows), the system may not even reach equilibrium, due to long duration of the convergence period. Even when convergence has been achieved, the equilibrium satisfies only instantly the notion of fairness. That is, although we managed to bring an unfair system to a state of fairness, we did not manage to allocate resources fairly throughout the lifetime of our system. This observation prompts us to establish further criteria for judging fairness. For example, the duration required for a system to reach equilibrium reflects the duration the system was unfair and, in this context, reflects the level of system unfairness. Additionally, our observation calls for measures to adjust fairness from an instance of time to a timescale that corresponds to the lifetime of the system in turn, it calls for establishment rules and mechanisms to allow flows to either pay back or earn further credit along the lines of their previous behavior.
Contribution
The present work offers a novel way of flow management at the transport layer, which allows fair and maximum utilization of network resources in analytically minimal time.
Thus we can summarize the specific contributions of this work as follows:
1. We present a mechanism that allows each flow independently to estimate its deviation from its currently fair-share. The theoretical analysis strengthens the validity of the proposed mechanism.
2. We propose two window adjustment rules which act as add-on to TCP [4] , namely the Fair-Share and the Fairness rules, which allow faster convergence to fairness without degrading system's efficiency.
Related Work
Convergence to fairness has been a topic that attracted significant attention from the networking research community, for several network types ranging from the Internet in general [29, 22] to Machine-to-Machine [8, 28] , healthcare [23, 20] and wireless networks [7, 3, 6, 34] . The focus of the present study is the fair allocation of bandwidth to Internet TCP flows. Several dimensions of this topic have been highlighted in three groups based on their perspective to system fairness.
The first group is consisted of algorithms that investigate long-term fairness. Algorithms in this category consider traffic as bulk data transfer and study bandwidth sharing among competing flows. Their goal is to reach a stable operating point, where bandwidth is allocated equally among competing flows. This category includes the Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease (AIMD), algorithm which is based on the analysis of Chiu and Jain [4] ; from the perspective, multiplicative decrease gradually "releases" those resources that have been allocated unfairly and the additive increase allocates new resources fairly. AIMD-Fast Convergence (FC) optimizes AIMD analytically, enabling it to converge faster and achieve higher efficiency [12] . Binomial algorithms [2] , similarly to AIMD, posse the convergence property under simplified conditions of synchronized feedback to sources. SIMD [14] and GAIMD [35] are algorithms also included in this category. Both of them consume the same amount of bandwidth as AIMD but improve system smoothness.
Algorithms in the second category attempt to differentiate application services based on flows' lifetime and treat packets of short-lived flows preferentially to improve system fairness; they rely on the fact that short-lived flows do not have the time to reach their fairshare during contention and thus they receive an unfair treatment from the network [21] . Guo and Matta [15] provide a detailed background and motivation for preferentially serving the packets of short-lived flows since the impact of loss is more significant on them. Many algorithms have been proposed at the network layer to improve system fairness by favoring flows with short-over long lifetime. We briefly present some of them. NCQ [18] , [19] is a scheduling algorithm advocates scheduling packets according to their size and gives priority to short flows. The logic is that noncongestive flows, such as sensor applications, transmit periodically small packets and do not really contribute to congestion; hence they should not suffer from delays. Authors in [17] propose scheduling packets according to the Least Attained Service (LAS). According to this policy, the router would track the work it has already performed an each flow and serve the next packet from that flow, which had the worst service, currently. The LAS policy requires routers to maintain per-flows queues, which make administration rather impractical. There are also algorithms in this category that use randomness aiming at penalizing long flows. RED [11] is such a simple algorithm, which aims penalizing greedy flows that consume more bandwidth than others. It is based on the fact that short flows spend the most part of their life-time in the initial slow start phase while long flows have relatively long congestion windows. Ramaakrishnan and Floyd in [25] proposed an Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) to be added to the IP protocol in order to trigger TCP congestion control. Since then ECN mechanism has been incorporated in RED algorithm. ECN enables routers to probabilistically mark a bit in the IP header, rather than drop the packet, to inform end hosts of pending congestion when the length of the queue exceeds a threshold. End hosts multiplicatively reduce their congestion windows upon receiving packets with ECN bit set, before the router buffer overflows and packet drops are inevitable. A duality is served with ECN: TCP performance can be enhanced by means of avoiding losses of data windows due to limited buffer space at the bottleneck router, and congestive collapse can be avoided. The RED-PD algorithm (RED with Preferential Dropping) [16] proposed by Floyd uses the packet drop history at the router to detect highbandwidth flows in time. CSFQ [27] estimates the incoming rate of each flow, and uses it to label flow's packets. The router uses this information in conjunction with the flows' fair-share estimation, in order to decide whether a packet should be dropped. Flow-RED (FRED) is a modified version of RED, which uses per-active-flow accounting to impose on each flow a loss rate that depends on the flow's buffer use. FRED is more likely to drop or mark packets from sources with a higher number of packets queued. Nonetheless, the mentioned solutions do not target fast convergence to fairness, leading to conditions where short-lived flows become over-provisioned, since they cannot obtain their full allotted share in their short lifetime [29] . Notice that fast convergence is also a strong requirement in wireless networks, where connection hand-off is frequently performed between different access networks [5] .
Finally, approaches in the third category incorporate time as a new dimension in fairness definition. Algorithms of this category target faster system convergence to fairness; this is a clear benefit for short-lived flows. In [30] , we presented a congestion avoidance and control scheme which allocates resources faster and allows each flow to consume bandwidth close to its fair-share. In this context, we presented Explicit Global Congestion Notifier Fast-Fair Handling of Flows (EGCN) [31] to notify a large portion of flows about incipient congestion allowing for an immediate and less aggressive adjustment of transmission windows. In this paper, we focus on the convergence speed of the TPC congestion control mechanism under such conditions. Our approach provides the analytically optimal responsiveness, without relying on computationally-intensive, heuristic approximations.
System Model
We assume the typical bottleneck topology of Fig. 1 . A number of i = 1...n flows compete for the link and adjust their congestion windows, w i (t), following the AIMD rule [1] . The system model is characterized by synchronous flow notification for congestion events on congruity with [4] . In the current study however, we extend the model by taking into account the role of the router's buffer at the bottleneck point. Note that although we allows for the possibility of queueing delays, we consider that flows experience the congestion events almost simultaneously. Thus, the duration of the epoch is almost equal for all flows. The synchronous flows' notifications is possible in real networks, e.g. through multiple packet dropping at the end of an epoch, when the capacity of the queueing buffer has been exhausted.
The proposed model takes into account realistic network characteristics, namely the router's uplink capacity C and buffer size BS; Each flow is not aware of the throughput rates 
Throughput Analysis
In this Section, we study the dynamics of throughput from the flow perspective. We provide an analytical and intuitive explanation for these dynamics by concentrating on the windowbased transmission control of TCP and by incorporating the role of the bottleneck queue. Based on throughput measurements, we show that at the end of an epoch, each flow can estimate whether it has operated beyond, below or close to its fair-share.
We define the instantaneous Throughput (T ) of the i th flow at tine t as:
where R(t) is the round trip time, comprising the queueing delay d q (t) and a constant factor
representing physical attributes. The flow windows undergo the following repeating procedure. Initially, all flows are in the additive increase stage. As the number of packets inserted into the link increases, system throughput increases. After the capacity of the link is fully utilized, a queue starts to build up at the bottleneck point (router) while system throughput stops increasing. Further increase of incoming rate of packets potentially results in packet drops and the network state changes from available to "congested". The point at which queue starts to build up is called knee. Once the queue length reaches the maximum buffer size (cliff point), the network signals the senders about the change of the state (from available to "congested") and the senders reduce their sending rate.
Consider a flow i that competes for the bw b bandwidth. After a successful delivery of a packet, it receives the relevant ACK from the receiver. Consider two ACKs, that it receives between the system knee and cliff points at times t 1 , t 2 . Let the throughput of the i th flow at time t 1 and t 2 be T i (t 1 ) and
where ∆d q is defined as:
Consequently from (2) and (3):
Remark 1: If network resources were allocated equally among competing flows, they would all experience the same increase of their congestion window, and equal to ∆w i (t 2 ) during the time period from time t 1 to t 2 , defined as:
Fast-Fair Handling of Flows
Due to this remark, equation (4) becomes:
Note that the term (6) is always positive while the term 
  term might be either positive or negative.
Corrolary 1: Equation (6) enables the i th flow to determine whether it operates below, beyond or adjacent its fair-share at time t 1 as follows:
• If ∆T (t 2 ) = 0, the fair-share was reached, since
Therefore, equation (6) establishes a criterion, based on which each flow independently can review its transmission rate and deduce whether it operates greedily, fairly or suffering mistreatment.
Observations on the dynamics of AIMD
In this Section, we investigate the operational properties of AIMD and extend the initial study in [4] by taking into consideration the role of the bottleneck buffer.
Consider the system presented in Section 3. The convergence behavior of two flows is depicted by vectors in a 2-dimensional space oscillating around the efficiency line as in Figure 2 . Two flows, f 1 and f 2 , have x and y initial windows, where x < y , x + y < C + BS. The horizontal axis represents the congestion window of flow f 1 , while the vertical axis the congestion window of flow f 2 . The values of congestion windows for which x + y = C, are represented by a straight line marked as "Efficiency Line". The values of congestion for which x + y = C + BS, form a straight line marked as "Network Capacity Line". Finally, the "Fairness Line" consists of all points for which x = y. Based on the above description, we highlight three observations and arrive at conclusions that constitute the foundation of the present work:
1. When flows f 1 and f 2 are in additive increase phase, equal amount of system resources is being allocated to the flows.
2. The Multiplicative Decrease rule aims to minimize the initial windows of the two flows (x and y); at this point both flows have the same congestion window at the beginning of the next phase of Additive Increase.
3. The initial windows' values are responsible for the system's slow convergence to fairness.
4. The "positioning" of a flow with respect to the Network Capacity Capacity Line and the Efficiency Line (sawtooth-like curve in Fig. 2 ) depends only on the multiplicative decrease factor.
Practically, both fairness and efficiency can be achieved with the "appropriate" decrease of the current window. During the additive increase phase the flows increase their resource consumption uniformly, and therefore the additive increase factor should not be affected. The efficiency is associated with the utilized bandwidth and can be ensured as long as the aggregate window of flows operates between the Efficiency and Network Capacity lines. Thus window reduction should keep the load above Efficiency line and close to Fairness line to ensure fair allocation of network resources. This objective can be achieved only when flows operate around their fair-share. Therefore, the real issue for protocol design remains the specification of the adjustment rules for the congestion window.
The Congestion Window Adjustment Rules
In this Section, we present two window adjustment rules to regulate the amount of data that a flow inserts into the network. Both rules rely on throughput measurements and act at the end of each epoch, which is determined by packet loss or the arrival of a congestion marked packet. The estimated rate adjustment applies to the next epoch (the one that is about to begin).
The first decrease rate scheme, namely the "Fair-Share rule", gives the appropriate window adjustment that ensures operation at its fair-share; while the second rule, the "Fairness rule", guarantees the equal sharing of resources among flows during the j th and (j + 1) th epochs.
The Fair-Share Rule
Theorem 2: In order to operate at its fair-share, the flow should adjust its congestion window, according to equation:
where
We examine the cases defined by Corollary 1. Notations A and B represent two measurement samples during the j th epoch at times t A and t B , respectively, where t A < t B and R A , R B > RT T o .
Flows start sending packets according to the Additive Increase Rule (a I = 1). When the capacity of the link is fully utilized and buffer capacity at the bottleneck link is exhausted, the system notifies all flows to decrease their windows. Based on Eq. (6), each flow can estimate whether or not it has reached its fair-share during the j th epoch and reach one of the following conclusions:
• The flow has operated above its fair-share.
• The flow has operated beyond its fair-share.
• The flow has operated around its fair-share.
Next, we study each one of the above cases and calculate the appropriate value of the current window (the optimal value) at the end of the epoch, which guarantees flow's operation at its fair-share without damaging system efficiency.
Proof: 1 st case (operation above the fair-share, left part Fig. 3 ). Consider two times, t A and t B during the j th epoch, where t knee < t A < t B < t clif f , that flow f 1 receives feedback (ACKs) from the receiver. Flow f 1 records the congestion window values of the acknowledged packets ACK A and ACK B , measures the round trip time of packets, R A and R B , and calculates the corresponding values of throughput, T A and T B .
Since flow f 1 has exceeded its fair-share, the throughput values during the period t kneet clif f are decreasing and the congestion window values (w), which guarantees flow f 1 operation at its fair-share during the j th epoch, is lower than the current values of operation. Consider that the optimal congestion window values, that guarantee operation at its fair-share at times t A and t B , are w C and w D respectively. Consequently, the straight line connecting points C and D is the fair-share line. According to Eq.(6) it will hold that T C = T D and therefore:
Since the additive increase factor is the same in both cases (a I = 1), vector → CD is parallel to vector → AB, and thus it holds that w C = w A + x and w D = w B + x. Consequently, from Eq. (8):
Note that due to the different rate of incoming packets at the router during the optimal epoch, the flow f 1 might not have measurement samples for which R C = R A and R D = R B . However the fair-share line of the congestion window does not depend on these values, since the additive increase factor is static. Hence, from Eq. (9) we derive:
The optimal decrease of the congestion window at the end of the j th epoch, should also guarantee that the system operates beyond the Efficiency line. (So the optimal congestion window value at the end of the epoch (w knee ), that guarantees both flows' operation at its fair-share and system efficiency operation beyond the point knee). The latest is guaranteed as long as R knee = R o . So, we seek to satisfy:
Fast-Fair Handling of Flows
From equations (10) and (11) we conclude:
nd case (operation below the fair-share, right part of Fig. 3 ). Since flow f 1 has consumed less resources than its fair-share, the throughput line of the flow is increasing and the optimal congestion window line, the fair-share line, is greater than the measured one. Similarly to before we conclude that:
rd case (The flow has reached its fair-share.) According to Equation (6):
Consequently, from Eq.(10) ⇔ u = 0 and from Eq.7 ⇔ w f air−share = w B R B · R o = w knee which is true, since the flow has operated at its fair-share line during the j th epoch. Conclusively, using Corollary 1 and Theorem 2 a flow can instantaneously set its congestion window to the fair-share value, without relying on simple, converging heuristics, e.g. like the multiplicative decrease of AIMD-based schemes.
The Fairness Rule
According to the Fair-Share rule, a flow can estimate its fair-share and adjust to it at the end of each epoch. However greedy flows that have consumed more bandwidth than others should pay back their credit, while flows that operated below their fair-share, should get more resources before final convergence to equilibrium. Therefore, we introduce the Fairness rule, to complement the Fair-Share rule. The Fairness rule compensates for any injustice for one epoch, before handing over the control to the Fair-share rule. More specifically, the Fairness rule is adopted when the fair-share of the flows has changed due to flow contention changes, or on the initialization of a flow.
Theorem 3:
In order to achieve system equilibrium, the congestion window should be adjust according to:
u is added in Equation (13) when the flow has operated below its fair-share, and subtracted in the opposite case. A and B depict two measurement samples during the j th epoch at t A and t B , respectively, where t A < t B and R A , R B > R o .
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Proof: During the j th epoch, flow f 1 might have operated below, above or around its fair-share. Next, we study each case one by one and calculate the appropriate congestion window value (the optimal value) at the end of the epoch, that guarantees fair resource allocation among the competing flows and keep system efficiency high. 1 st case. (The flow exceeded its fair-share, left part of Figure 4 ) According to the Fair-Share rule, the flow has consumed more resources, during the i th epoch, equally to u packets (see Equation 10 ). Upon the reception of the congestion signal, the flow should adjust its window to u packets less than its fair-share value, in order to pay back its credit. That is:
nd case. (The flow has operated below its fair-share) The flow has consumed less resources during the j th epoch, equally to u packets, see Equation (10) . Upon the reception of the congestion signal, the flow should adjust its window to u packets more than its fair-share value (see right part of Figure 4 ). That is: (The flow has operated adjacent to its fair-share). During the j th epoch, the flow has consumed resources that correspond to its fair-share. Upon the reception of the congestion signal, it should decrease its window according to the Fair-Share Rule.
w f airness = w f air−share
From Theory to Practice
In this Section, we evaluate experimentally the throughput analysis presented in Section 4 and the validity of the window adjustment rules proposed in Section 5 on ns-2 network simulator [32] . For this reason, we incorporate the algorithms into TCP [24] and study the system's performance. The TCP version of choice in our experiments is TCP-Reno. TCPReno considers the network as a black box that has the capability to produce congestion signals; consequently TCP-Reno can adjust its sending rate accordingly. This functionality allows us to evaluate the proposed algorithms with precision, since the results are affected solely by the algorithms themselves and not by potentially dubious measurements (e.g. round trip time).
Inline with the theoretical analysis, our TCP implementation deploys a window increase by one, as long as resource supply has not been exceeded. Each time a packet is sent, the sender records the system clock and the value of the congestion windows. Each time a corresponding ACK is returned, the sender re-reads the clock and the value of the congestion window, and computes the round-trip time and Throughput (Equation (1)).
At the end of each epoch, which is signaled by the reception of a congestion notification followed by load reduction in the network, each flow selects two points, A and B (see Figure 3 ). As mentioned, each time a flow receives an ACK, it measures the corresponding R, Throughput and congestion window. In our evaluation, point A is the middle sample of all its measurements, and B is the penultimate sample during that epoch. The flow then estimates how close it operates to its fair-share, according to the throughput analysis presented in Section 4 and adjust its congestion window according to the fair-share and fairness rules. We integrate these congestion window adjustment strategies into TCP-FairShare (TCP-FS) and TCP-Fairness (TCP-F) respectively. Note that at the implementation of the TCP-F, each flow uses the Fairness rule as an enhancement of the Fair-Share rule; each flow implements the Fairness rule at the reception of a congestion signal and the change of the fair-share, or the start of transmission. More particularly, each flow at the end of the j th epoch compares the estimated fair-share with the fair-share at (j − 1) th epoch. If the value of the fair-share has changed, the flow adjusts its congestion window according to the Fairness rule, otherwise it follows the Fair-Share rule.
In order to study how system converges to equilibrium and its behavior, we employ the topology of Figure 5 and adopt the following evaluation plan: In Section 7.2, we validate the throughput analysis and demonstrate the need for global flow notification for the congestion event. In Sections 7.3 and 7.4, we show how flows adjust their windows, based on the Fairness and Fair-share rules. In Section 7.5 we study the system's behavior in the presence of system-wide homogeneous and global response to congestion event, using TCP-F with EGCN, and compare it to random notification using RED algorithm. For this reason, we present a scenario where new flows enter the link and monitor how system's performance is influenced. Finally, we study the case of flows with different round-trip times to capture the performance of the Fairness and Fair-Share rules in a more realistic scenario.
We measure the system's behavior in the presence of the proposed algorithms by monitoring Throughput measurements, flows' life time, congestion window values and how resources are allocated among competing flows. We are particularly interested in ensuring continuous fairness to all flows, regardless of their life-time. The current Internet is characterized by application diversity: some applications last for short time, while others have relatively longer lifetime. The Chiu/Jain fairness index [4] captures throughput per flow without incorporating time as a dimension [31] . It is obvious that a fairness index that incorporates time is needed. Therefore, we adopt the ShortTermFairness index, which shows how resources are allocated among flows within short time slots. ShortTermFairness index is defined similarly to Fairness index, however it is sampled in shorter time scales:
where, T i is the Throughput of the i th flow, defined as:
where TotalDataSent is equal to the sum of original data, retransmitted data and packets' header size (in Bytes), during its connection (TransmissionTime).
Simulation Setup
In our evaluation scenarios, we needed a mechanism at the router that would notify all competing flows simultaneously about the congestion. This is of crucial importance, since our system model described in Section 3 is characterized by a centralized feedback model, where all flows become aware of congestion events synchronously.
DropTail is a well-known mechanism that results in simultaneous notification of flows, due to multiple packet losses when the buffer capacity is exhausted. EGCN, which is described in detail in [31] is an active queue management, which results in system-wide synchronous notification when congestion is about to occur. EGCN detects the condition of the link, based on: (i) the absolute value of the current average queue size and (ii) the variation of the average queue size. When the load in the network increases and buffer overflow is expected, EGCN marks the ECN bit [25] , [26] in the IP header of the incoming packets. In our simulations, the parameters of EGCN were set according to [31] . That is, min th and max th are set to 1/4 and 5/16 of the buffer size, respectively. The queue buffer size is set based on the Bandwidth Delay product.
In our evaluation scenarios, we also use RED with Explicit Congestion Notification: The RED parameters are set according to [9] and [10] . That is, we use the "gentle" mode, the maximum threshold is set to three times the minimum threshold, and the minimum threshold is set to 1/8 of the buffer size.
Throughput analysis
We implement the contention increase experiment where two competing flows enter the system with a time difference of 0.1 sec with equal round-times, 50 msec. Since the Throughput analysis presented in Section 4 requires synchronous system behavior, two algorithms for flow notification are used at the routers:
• The DropTail notifier, which does not rely on global notification for congestion.
• The EGCN algorithm, which notifies the flows synchronously and globally. Figure 6 (a)), it holds that T B − T A > 0 and the throughput slope is decreasing (Figure 7(b) ). In contrast, when a flow consumes more resources than its fair-share (e.g. f low 1 for time ≈ [1.7,3.8] sec) in Figure 7 (b), it holds that T B − T A < 0 and the throughput slope is decreasing (Figure 7(b) ). Finally, when a flow operates at its fair-share, (see Figure 7(a) ) during the 7 th to 10 th secs, T B − T A = 0 and the throughput slope is zero (see Figure 7 (b)) It is evident that the scheme employing global flow notification (Fig. 7) outperforms the DropTail-based approach in terms of achieving system fairness. This fact is explained as follows: TCP-Reno-which is exemplary used-employs a multiplicative decrease upon congestion. The DropTail scheme fails to notify flows that are not affected by the packet drops. In the example of Fig. 6(a) , even for just two active flows, DropTail does not affect f low 1 . Therefore, only f low 2 contributes to congestion avoidance. EGCN in Fig. 7 , successfully fulfills its role as contribution. Consequently DropTail is not the appropriate mechanism for our evaluation scenarios. Therefore, for the remainder of the work we explicitly adopt the EGCN algorithm for congestion notification in our proposed schemes. 
Fair-share rule
We implement a contention increase scenario to study the performance and validity of the Fair-Share rule. In this context, the TCP-FS congestion management is compared to the E-AVQ scheme of [33] (Effective Adaptive Virtual Queue). E-AVQ is a state-ofthe-art heuristic scheme which explicitly seeks to imbue TCP congestion control with responsiveness and robustness.
The following contention increase scenario is employed. Initially, two flows with the same round-trip time, 50 msec, are initiated, one entering at 0 sec and another at 0.1 sec. To study system's behavior upon the introduction of new flows. an additional flow is introduced, entering at the 10 sec with the same round-trip time as well. Finally, at time 20 sec, a fourth flow enters the system with different round-trip time, 15 msec, to study the impact of different Round Trip Times.
The behavior of E-AVQ is shown in Fig. 8 . When the number of competing flows is small (e.g. 0 -10 sec, two flows) E-AVQ may not converge at all, since the tail drops may favor only one of the flows. (The fair-share rule prohibits this outcome for the novel TCP-FS). As the number of flows increases, the heuristic nature of E-AVQ causes them to fluctuate around their fair-share, never achieving fair convergence. Furthermore, the introduction of new flows causes a temporary imbalance that may last for more than 10 sec. The behavior is expected, since E-AVQ is a heuristic approach that treats the network via a generic neural network.
Concerning the TCP-FS, it is shown that at the end of an epoch, where all co-existing flows measure their Throughput samples, the flows succeed in adjusting their Throughput to their fair-share. This is confirmed by the corresponding Throughput slope in Fig. 9(b) , 10(b) and 11(b), which is zero. Even when new flows enter the system, all flows (e.g. f low 3 at time 10 sec in Fig. 10(a) ) after a sequence of one-epoch-long measurements, adjust their rated to the new fair-share. Concerning the addition of the f low 4 in Fig. 11 , it is observed that the Fair-share rule correctly assigns smaller congestion window to it, in order to make up for the higher round-trip time.
Finally, Figure 12 confirms that the fair allocation of resources is achieved in conjunction with maintaining high levels of link utilization; system operates between the knee and cliff points, and utilization is affected momentarily (no more than an epoch), which is the time required for all flows to evaluate their new fair-share. However, although the system converges to the equilibrium state, system fairness is not achieved, since flows do not consume equal amounts of resources during their co-existing time. This is expressed by the ShortTermFairness index (eq. 14), which is calculated to be equal to the values 0.986, 0.988 and 0.933 for the time periods 0 -10 secs, 10 -20 secs and 20 -30 secs, respectively. 
Fairness rule
We repeat the same experiment presented in Section 7.3, albeit, this time each flow implements TCP-F to evaluate the Fairness rule in conjunction with the Fair-Share rule. Figures 13, 14 and 15 show how Fairness rule improves system fairness. For instance, f low 1 and f low 2 during the 3.9 st (in Figure 13 ) estimate their fair-share and see that they have acted above and below their proper share. The fairness rule intervenes, and during the 3.9 -5.3 secs the flows "reconciliate" giving back/regaining their former, unfair profit/losses. From then and on, the flows operate on their fair-share. The same process is repeated upon the introduction of f low 3 in Figure 14 and f low 4 in Figure 15 .
The ShortTermFairness values for the time periods 0-10 secs, 10-20 secs and 20-30 secs, are 0.996, 0.998 and 0.933, respectively. Consequently, fair allocation of resources among flows is achieved, maintaining the high utilization at the link (see Fig. 16 ). The experiments presented so far pointed out that when the notification is global and responses are homogeneous, i.e. all flows respond to the same congestion event, system fairness in small time scales (i.e. short-term fairness) can be achieved through the Fair-share and the Fairness rules. Additionally, since fairness is achieved in each small time interval, large-scale fairness is accomplished as well. A major argument for non-synchronous flow notification has been that the statistical, large-scale fairness is sufficient for proper quality of service. This approach has been incorporated in well-known schemes such as RED, which relies on random flow notification. We argue that such an approach prohibits proper QoS for flows with relatively small lifetime. To demonstrate this point we perform the following experiment: For the same topology of Figure 5 we consider:
• Three flows 1 -3 which are active for the duration of the experiment. These represent flows with large lifetimes.
• Four additional flows 4 -7, which enter the system at time moments 10 sec, 20 sec, 30 sec, 40 sec respectively. These flows need to send 5 M Bytes of data each, and represent small-lifetime FTP flows.
We examine each flow's performance and congestion windows adjustments in the case of TCP-F with EGCN (flow synchronization) and TCP-Reno RED (random notification). The results are shown in Figures 17, 18, 19 . The efficiency of the Fairness rule in providing short-terms fairness is exhibited in Figure 18 . Short f low 4 -f low 7 complete their tasks in shorter intervals in the case of TCP-F/EGCN than in TCP-Reno/RED. Furthermore, fairness in longer time scales is also ensured, as shown in Figure 19 . Long f low 1 -f low 3 achieve approximately equal throughput values for TCP-F/EGCN performing slightly better.
Finally, according to Figures 17(a) and 17(b), the per-flow, window adjustment achieved by TCP-F/EGCN is much smoother than TCP-Reno/RED. This effect is attributed to the controlled flow notification approach. (As a side-note on work in progress, smooth congestion windows may pose QoS advantages in real-time applications such as VoIP). In the following experiment we study the system's behavior when the competing flows have varying, random round-trip times. A total of 5 flows, with a workload of 10MBytes each are assumed to have round-trip times randomly picked in [10, 30] msec. The flows are initiated randomly within the first 2 sec of the experiment. We observe that, even in the case of different round-trip times, the Fair-share rule succeeds in distributing the system resources fairly (Fig. 20) . Additionally, the congestion window fluctuations are much more smooth in the case of global notification (Fig. 21 ) than in the case of random notification (Fig. 22) . 
Conclusion
A novel, rapidly converging congestion control scheme promotes the fair handling of shortlived flows to estimate their deviation from the equilibrium and converge in the smallest possible time (a single step). Simulations demonstrated the ability of the scheme to converge fast while maintaining high channel utilization. Our next research step is to incorporate the analysis and algorithms into a new end-to-end protocol specifically designed to regulate congestion based on the result of this study.
